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PROFILE
Lift Systems
Specifics:
60 foot wide life system with
16 lines 4’ on center.
Lifts an Austrian or Braille drape
up to 30 feet high.
Proven Reliability.
Fixed speed / Up, Down and Stop
Operates on Single Phase 220v
power.

A La Carte or Turn-key
System:
Compatible with any curtain which
has lift lines on 4 foot centers.
16 fully connected lines spanning
60 continuous running feet.
Single Controller for Up, Down
and Stop commands.
Centralized Motor.
Ships in one crate with
(operational) drape attached.

Why You’ll Love It:
A motorized drape reveal with an
exotic detailed drapery does not
have to be a designer fantasy.
This system is compact, user friendly
and affordable . Take your show or
event to the next level.........
what ever you plan to reveal
- make it special

Famous Friends:
Our Ivory Austrian on this lift
system is tough act to follow....
Luckily the act was Lady Gaga!
One of the most (in)famous artists
in the industry, she wowed
audiences with her performance
“in between” our spectacular
curtain moves.
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310-639-7000
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INSTRUCTIONS
Lift Systems
Lift Systems Instructions and Tips
1. Mount the motor
A. On 12” truss use 4 pipe clamps with the saddles
welded to them. Attach 2 on each side of the motor.
Slide the pins on the top hole to hold the motor in place.
B. On 24” truss use the supplied spacer board and
ratchet strap to secure it to the truss.
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2. Pull hoses and drape out of the box and lay on floor parallel to the truss.
3. The brackets are labeled left and right. Starting at the
motor, work your way outwards in sequential order.
Attach brackets with the lift points on 4’ centers (the swivel
burgers can adjust to accommodate various truss sizes and
angles. The bracket does not have to be straight as long as
the hose is taut.)
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4a. Most of the lift points attach by pushing the securing pin
through the pulley block.
4b. Some points attach by screwing in the hinged point to the
bracket.

4a

4b

5. Attach 220 single phase power to the controller with the
5-pin twistlock cable provided.
6. Connect controller to the motor with the 19 pin socapex
cable provided.
7. Fly the truss up to trim height.
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8. Run the curtain down, then re-tie the weights to adjust
them to about 6” off the floor.
Rent What? pre-sets the lower limits to the drape height.
Tips:
**Do not run unit without weight on the lines.**
**Do not let the weights touch the floor.**
**Always keep tension on the lines to prevent lines from
tangling.**
**Max power draw is 10 amps.**
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